Project name: UK-Norway HVDC Interconnector
Project number: C831
Client name: NorthConnect
Location: Northern North Sea (Scotland / Norway)

Cable Protection Analysis
Burial Tool Assessment

Co-ordinates
ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 31N

KP
(RPL09 Corridor)

Bathymetry and Seabed

A - Depth likely to be achieved, B - Depth may be achieved with limitations, C Depth unlikley to be achieved

Cable Protection levels
Expected Geology within Trenching Depth

From

To

Length
[km]
From

0

Summary of Geology in upper
3m in section9

To

0.1 1

Easting

Northing

Easting

Northing

212349

6377615

212447

6377634

Additional notes on shallow
geology

Bathymetry range
Seabed features 2,3
in section
alignment chart survey centre-line (SCL)
[m below MSL]

Surface and subsurface boulder
risk [surface boulder density (per
10 000m²)5
Green: 0-20/10 000m²
Amber: 20-40/10 000m²
Red: >40/10 000m²

UXO Encounter Probability6

Maximum bedform height of

Crossings on SCL (KP as-found by
MMT)4

Maximum gradient
(survey centre line)

potential mobile sediments found
Green: Low (Background
Green <10°
in section4 [m]
theat items)
Amber ≤10° to <15°
Amber: Medium (Background Green: <1m (Ripples & Large Ripples)
Red ≤15°
Amber: 1-3m (Megaripples)
threat items)
(Max slope show n in brackets if
Red: >3m (Sandw av es)
Red: High (Minefields,
>10°)
munitiions etc)

Slope Stability Risk

Rockfall and landslide risk from Fjord
side
*(Highlighted as potentially more
critical)

Status (B - Buried, S - Surface laid)

Environmental
Wrecks/possible wrekcs
Designated Habitats
(50m route buffer)
(Survey centre line
intersections, see
Displayed perpendicular
GIS/Charts for 2D extents)
to KP, offset to wreck

Target DOL

Protection Level

UK nearshore and North Sea surv ey: ascentre
12NM routing avoids hard
found location giv en.
(offset in m, +ve = Port, constraints incuding
Fjord section: as-detected location.
ve Starboard)
environmental areas
Burial status in Fjord unknow n.

(I ncrease across areas
of bedforms to achiev e
low ering relativ e to nonmobile lev el.

Note

Samples in section

0.85

212447

6377634

213135

6377906

0.1

BEDROCK (HDD)

1.35

212447

6377634

213564

6378161

0.75

24.5 to 28.5

SAND over dense SAND

Ripples KP:
0.1 - 0.222

3.7

213564

6378161

215583

6379364

Trenching assessed
depth (m)
(Target DOL from
protection level + 0.2m
allowance for product
OD and variation in
survey data)

Summary of Geology expected within assessed
depth (From VC samples)
Description prov ides principal and major secondary soil
type description for the anticipated trench depth.
Consult logs for full detailed description. Where no VC
present, CPT interpretation giv en.

Indicative
strenths/density (Lab /
CPT data) of soils within
assessed depth

Jet Trencher
(simultaneous/
post-lay)

Pre-lay Plough

Chain Cutter10
(simultaneous/ postlay)

0

LOW

0.5

28.5 to 40

SAND over dense SAND

Large Ripples KP:
1.338 - 1.368

0

LOW

<0.2 (limited area)

D

Special protection area

0.7 (limited area)

C

High density boulders
<50% are >0.75m in size
Ripples KP:
1.685 - 2.180
2.518 - 2.603
3.169 - 3.652

0.77

Veneer of SAND/GRAVEL over 12m CLAY ov er TILL, BEDROCK
outcrops. (Expect Clay medium to
high strength)

50 to 55

Mix of high density and numerous boulders.
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Ripples KP:
4.270 - 4.521
Megaripples KP:
4.096 - 4.169
Rock outcrops

54 to 55

Numerous boulders
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Ripples and large ripples KP:
4.467 - 4.878

20-40

LOW

0.3

C

0.8

LOW

Special protection area
KP1.35 - 1.47 ANNEX I Stony
Reef Medium Grade 1170

<0.2

3.463, 297m

C

212508

Jet Assisted
Cable Burial
Plough10
(simultaneous/
post-lay)

A

A/B (a)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress in sandy areas

A/B (a) (3)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress in sandy areas

6377506
1.5

1.277

213503

1

3.376

215308

VC_A_001
0-0.56 silty SAND
0.56-1.5 v ery silty SAND

CPT/VC_A_001
Sand Dr 20-60% 0-1.5m

VC_A_003
0-0.65 silty SAND
0.65-1.0 silty SAND

CPT/VC_A_003
Sand Dr 40% 0-0.75m
Dr 30% 0.75-1.0m

A

B (a)

B (c)

6378129

0.8

40 to 51.5

0

0.19

1.3

Veneer of SAND/GRAVEL ov er 0.54m CLAY ov er TILL. SAND present
under clay in some areas. (Clay
medium to high strength)

2.35

Combined
Jet/Chain
cutting tool10
(simultaneous/
post-lay)

4.47

215583

6379364

216245

6379758

≥40

LOW

0.8

1

VC_A_004
0 - 0.49m
silty, v ery sandy GRAVEL
0.49-0.86 (End VC)
Medium to high strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC_A_004
silty, v ery sandy grav el 00.49m Dr 5-40%

A (3)

B (a) (3)

B (c) (3)

A (3)

C (b,g)

A/B (b)

B/C (c,g)

B/C (c,g)

B (b)

C (b,g) (1,2,3)

A/B (b) (1,2,3)

B/C (c,g) (1,2,3)

B/C (c,g) (1,2,3)

B (b) (1,2,3)

0.49-0.86 Clay 75-110 kPa

KP3.77 - 3.8, 3.83 - 3.84, 3.89 3.92, 4.13 - 4.19 ANNEX I
Possible Bedrock Reef 1170
KP3.94 - 3.97, 4.02 - 4.04
ANNEX I Bedrock Reef 1170
KP3.94 - 3.97, 4.02 - 4.04
ANNEX I Sabellaria Reef

0.5 (limited area)

C

0.8

1

Section unsampled, expect clay to be similar in
character sample A_004, w ith surficial grav el

C (b,g) (1,3)

A/B (b) (1,3)

B/C (c,g) (1,3)

B/C (c,g) (1,3)

B (b) (1,3)

B/C (d,g) (1,3)

A/B (1,3)

B/C (g) (1,3)

B/C (g) (1,3)

B (1,3)

B/C (d,g) (1)

A/B (1)

B/C (g) (1)

B/C (g) (1)

B (1)

B/C (d,g) (1,3,4)

A/B (1,3,4)

B/C (g) (1,3,4)

B/C (g) (1,3,4)

B (1,3,4)

(d)Possible reduced performance w ith
some less pow erful jet trenchers in
(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
medium strength clay/mixed sand/grav el. tools and cause reduced burial.
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms
difficulty penetrating through surficial
(4) Cross cable using designed crossing
grav elly sediment.

B/C (d,g) (1)

A/B (1)

B/C (g) (1)

B/C (g) (1)

B (1)

(d) Medium strength (60kPa) clay in top
1m, high strength clay >1m depth: Possible
reduced performance w ith some less
(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
pow erful jet trenchers.
tools and cause reduced burial.
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
difficulty penetrating through surficial
grav elly sediment.

B/C (f,g) (1,4,5)

A/B (1,4,5)

B/C (g) (1,4,5)

B/C (g) (1,4,5)

B (1,4,5)

(f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
difficulty penetrating through surficial
grav elly sediment.

CPT/VC 02-SS-01
Sand Dr 65-85%

A (1,3)

B (a) (1,3)

B (c) (1,3)

A (1,3)

A/B (a) (1,3)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas

Loose-medium dense sand,
low strength clay

A (3,11)

A/B (a) (3,11)

A/B (3,11)

A (3,11)

A (a) (3,11)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.

CPT/VC 02-SS-02/A
Sand Dr 35%
Clay 35 kPa

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms

CPT/VC 02-SS-03/A/B
Sand Dr 15-25%
Clay 25-35 kPa below 0.92m,
w eaker 0.64-0.92

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

A (1,3)

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms

A/B (e) (1,3)

B(a) (1,3)

B (c) (1,3)

A/B (e) (1,3)

A/B (a) (1,3)

4.60

216245

6379758

216348

6379835

0.13

4.60

5.10

216348

6379835

216697

6380193

0.50

Veneer of SAND/GRAVEL ov er
TILL(Expect Till/Clay to be medium
to high strength)

55 to 57

Numerous boulders
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Ripples and large ripples KP:
4.467 - 4.878

20-40

LOW

0.3

C

0.8

1

Sample 01-SS-01A only sampled surficial 0.1m of GRAVEL
(Cobble jammed in core barrel). Till (medium to high
stength clay) or low to medium strength clay expected.

5.1

5.75

216697

6380193

217151

6380658

0.65

0.4-0.7m GRAVEL or v ery grav elly
SAND, over CLAY (Clay low medium strength)

57 to 59

Numerous boulders
<50% are >0.75m in size.

20-40

LOW

0

C

0.8

1

Section not sampled, geology inferred from seismic and Medium dense sand and/or
extrapolated from other unit 1b sites.
medium strength clay

5.75

14.20

217151

6380658

223191

6386521

8.45

0.4-0.7m GRAVEL or v ery grav elly
SAND, over CLAY (Clay low medium strength)

59 to 73

20-40

LOW 5.75-5.9
MEDI UM 5.9-8.6
HIGH 8.6 - 14.20

0.5

C

0.8

5-20

HIGH

<0.2

5-20

HIGH

<0.2

14.20

15.00

223191

6386521

223896

6386898

0.80

0.4-0.7m GRAVEL or v ery grav elly
SAND, over CLAY (Clay low medium strength)

73 to 79

15.00

20.00

223896

6386898

228191

6389279

5.00

0.5m grav elly SAND ov er CLAY
(Clay borderline medium/low
strength)

78 to 95

Numerous boulders (patchy from KP 9.5)
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Ripples & Large Ripples KP:
6.634 - 7.413
Ripples KP:
7.162 - 8.891
9.925 - 10.852
11.212 - 11.940
12.556 - 16.571

Occasional boulders
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Ripples KP:
12.556 - 16.571

CPT/VC 01-SS-02
CPT/VC 01-SS-03

10.964 Activ e cable (B in progress)

C

0.8

16.597 Disused cable B (MMT not
found)
18.558 Activ e pipeline S

C

0.8

8.570
12.850

216547

219119
222108

6382680
6385750

VC 01-SS-02
0-0.35 v ery sandy GRAVEL
0.35-0.6 Very low strength CLAY
0.6-1.2 Low to medium strength sandy CLAY

1

17.232

225902

1

CPT/VC 02-SS-01

24.00

228191

6389279

231952

6390641

4.00

Areas of CLAY and areas of SAND
to depth

78 to 96

23.872

231832

27.7
(12NM

231952

6390641

235431

6391900

3.70

Limit)

27.7
(12NM Limit)

32.50

40.00

32.50

40.00

44.50

235431

239944

246996

6391900

6393535

6396089

239944

246996

251227

6393535

6396089

6397621

4.80

7.50

4.50

Numerous boulders KP 27.25-27.7
<50% are >0.75m in size.

0.2-0.6m SAND ov er CLAY (Low
Strength)

78 to 91
Large Ripples KP:
24.590 - 41.440

0.2-0.6m SAND ov er CLAY (Low
Strength)

89 to 96

0.2-0.6m SAND ov er CLAY (Low
Strength)

94 to 99

2m SAND ov er CLAY (Low
strength)

90 to 99

Numerous boulders KP 31.5-32.5
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Large Ripples KP:
24.590-41.440
Numerous boulders KP 32.5-34, KP 35.9-40
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Large Ripples KP:
24.590-41.440

Numerous boulders KP 40-41.6
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Large Ripples KP:
24.590-41.440
43.076 - 45.111
Megaripples KP
40.727 - 43.967

Expect c. 0.5m surficial Grav el/Sand ov er low /medium
strength clay.

Medium dense sand and/or
medium strength clay

VC 01-SS-04
0-0.2 grav elly SAND
0.2-0.5 silty, v ery grav elly SAND
0.5-0.55 Low strength* v ery sandy CLAY
0.55-1.0 (End VC) Low strength* CLAY

CPT/VC 01-SS-04
Sand Dr 40%
*Clay 40kPa 0.4-1.7

5-20 (Not easily avoidable)

HIGH

20.197, 507.1m
(12NM routing will avoid)

0.2
(0.5 Limited area)

C

0.8

1

VC 02-SS-01
0-0.17 v ery grav elly SAND
0.17-0.36 SAND
0.36-0.84 (VC End) v ery silty SAND
CPT suggests sand continues to depth.

44.50

49.75

251227

6397621

256163

6399408

5.25

80 to 93

Mix of occasional, numerous and high density
boulders KP 44.5 - 48.3
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Large Ripples KP:
44.557 - 45.546
45.564 - 50.345

20-40 (patch av oidable by routing to
the north)

HIGH

0.7

C

1.0

1.2

CPT/VC 02-SS-02/A
20-40 (small part of section, not
avoidable)

20-40

20-40 (part of section, avoidable
beyond KP 41.0)

HIGH 27.70 -28.00
MEDIUM 28 - 32.50

MEDIUM 32.5- 33.7
HIGH 33.7 - 40

HIGH

0.7

C

0.7

C

0.7*
(*I nterpreted sandw av e 4.5m, limited
area). Potentially immobile relict
feature.

C

28.29

235991

6392098

1.0

1.2

CPT/VC 02-SS-03/A/B

39.08

246124

6395776

CPT 02-SS-04/A

40.61

247575

6396299

1.0

1.2

1.0

20-40

HIGH

0.4

12.1
(seabed ridge, likely
glaciogenic feature,
gradients >10 degrees
avoidable by routing to
north of corridor)

KP45.28 - 46.36 ANNEX I

C

1.2

1.0

Occurrence of sand not w ell
constrained, section considered
low strength for anchoring. SAND
is v ery loose and silty.

49.75

60

256163

6399408

265035

6404168

10.25

CLAY (Very low strength)
(Variable thickness of loose SAND
cov er, up to 1.2m

1.2

CPT/VC 02-SS-05
CPT 02-SS-06
CPT/VC 03-SS-01

93 to 109

Large Ripples KP:
52.889 - 58.792
59.717 - 62.423

0

HIGH

53.403 S Activ e pipeline

0.5

C

72.75

79.50

102.00

107.50

119.60

126.00

72.75

79.50

102.00

107.50

119.60

126.00

200.00

265035

276319

282292

301920

306670

317149

6404168

6410105

6413248

6424244

6427016

6433064

276319

282292

301920

306670

317149

322757

6410105

6413248

6424244

6427016

6433064

6436147

12.75

6.75

22.50

5.50

12.10

6.40

Occurrence. Thickness of sand
CLAY (Very low strength)
not w ell constrained, section
(Variable thickness of SAND cov er
considered low strength for
(Samples suggest 0.75-2m)
anchoring. SAND is v ery loose and
silty.

CLAY (Extremely low strength)
(Variable thickness of SAND / SILT
cov er (Samples suggest 0.8-2m.

0.6-1m SAND/SILT ov er
extremely/v ery low strength CLAY

CLAY (Extremely low strength)

CLAY (Extremely / v ery low
strength)

CLAY (Extremely low strength)

Occurrence. Thickness of sand
not w ell constrained, section
considered low strength for
anchoring. VC records 0.84m SI LT
ov er CLAY, CPT suggests 1.6m v ery
silty SAND.

boundary)

6399704
6400243
6403157

Expect low strength clay, w ith potentially thicker sands
at start of section.

VC 02-SS-02
0-0.22 SAND
0.22-1.2 Low strength silty CLAY

VC 02-SS-03
0-0.64 silty SAND
0.64-0.92 Extremely low strength sandy CLAY
0.92-1.2 Low strength silty CLAY

No VC (CPT only)
CPT 02-SS-04A
0-0.49 grav elly silty SAND
0.49-1.2 grav elly silty SAND, locally silty CLAY

112 to 120

108 to 117

113 to 114

113 to 124

124 to 128

Large Ripples KP:
59.717 - 62.423
Traw l marks KP 64.6 - 72.75

Traw l marks across w hole section.

Traw l marks across w hole section.
Occasional pockmarks on or near centreline.

Traw l marks across w hole section. Pockmark
nearby at KP 105

Traw l marks across w hole section.
Occasional pockmarks from KP 114 onw ard,
c.4m deep.

Frequent pockmarks.

0

0

0

0

0

0

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH 102.00 -104.80
LOW 104.80 - 107.50

LOW

LOW

60.326 B Activ e pipeline

0.5

C

64.105

268668
272094

6406077
6407883

0

C

0

C

0

0

C

12.6
(Pockmark Flanks,
avoidable)

115.131 B Disused cable (Found in
unexpected position)

C

6436147

389837

6467085

74.00

CLAY (Extremely low strength)

128 to 154

Frequent pockmarks.
Traw l marks KP 145.4 - 200

0

LOW

0

389837

6467085

411413

6477119

24.00

CLAY (Extremely low strength)

139 to 124

Traw lmarks across c.50% of section.
Frequent possible gas seeps. MMT suggest
that signal in w ater column unlikely to be
caused by fish.

0

LOW

0

C

12.5
(Pockmark Flanks,
avoidable)

1.2

CPT/VC 03-SS-04

73.95

277389

6410665

CPT/VC 03-SS-05
CPT 03-SS-06
CPT/VC 03-SS-07

80.655
86.549
98.243

283317
288497
298666

6413786
6416591
6422374

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.2

CPT03-SS-08

107.039

306267

6426782

CPT/VC 03-SS-09
CPT 03-SS-10

108.500
117.990

307533
315735

6427518
6432299

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.2

CPT 02-SS-06
0-0.9 silty SAND
0.9-1.2 grav elly clayey SAND

CPT 02-SS-04A
Grav elly silty sand Dr 50%

137.347 B Group 4 x Activ e pipelines
137.391 B 137.391 B 137.449 B 140.250 B Group 2 x Activ e pipelines
140.288 B 142.830 B Group 5 x Disused pipelines
142.861 B 142.895 B 142.926 B 142.926 B 156.395 S Activ e pipeline

KP128.32 - 200 OSPAR Seapen
and burrow ing megafauna
communities

171.339, -239.7m
171.644, 237.4m

CPT/VC 03-SS-11

122.005

319272

6434199

CPT/VC 03-SS-12
CPT 04-SS-01
CPT 04-SS-02

126.99
150.270
179.100

323621
344489
370410

6436633
6446916
6459492

1.0

C

1.0

C

1.0

1.2

1.2

205.053 S Activ e pipeline
219.410 S Activ e pipeline

KP200 - 217.63, 217.64 - 217.65,
217.7 - 223.28, 223.41 - 224.0
OSPAR Seapen and
burrow ing megafauna
communities

203.280
215.985
222.454

392987
404653
410106

6468008
6472813
6476287

CPT 02-SS-06
Sand Dr 5-40%

VC 03-SS-02
0-1.2 v ery silty SAND

CPT/VC 03-SS-02
Sand Dr 5-15%

VC 03-SS-03
0-0.73 v ery silty SAND
0.73-1.2 Very low strength sandy CLAY

CPT/VC 03-SS-03
Sand Dr 5-15%
Clay 10-20 kPa

VC 03-SS-04
0-0.85 sandy SI LT
0.85-1.2 Extremely low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC 03-SS-04
Sand Dr 5-15%
Clay 1-10 kPa

VC 03-SS-05
0-0.62 v ery silty SAND
0.62-1.2 v ery low strength sandy CLAY

CPT/VC 03-SS-05
Sand Dr 5-15%
Clay 10 kPa

CPT 03-SS-06
0-1.02 v ery low strength v ery sandy SI LT
1.02-1.2 extremely low strength CLAY

CPT 03-SS-06
Silt 5-15kPa
Clay 10 kPa

VC 03-SS-07
0-1.0 v ery low strength sandy SI LT
1.0-1.2 extremely low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC 03-SS-07
Sandy Silt 10-15kPa
Clay 5-10kPa

No successful VC
CPT 03-SS-08
CPT 03-SS-08
Clay 5-15 kPa
0-1.2 Extremely low to v ery low strength sandy silty CLAY

VC 03-SS-09
0-0.75 extremely low strength sandy SI LT
0.75-1.1 extremely low strength sandy CLAY
1.1-1.2 extremely low strength sandy silty CLAY

B (c) (1,3)

A (c,d,f) (1,3)

A/B (a) (1,3)

(d)Possible reduced performance w ith
some less pow erful jet trenchers in
medium strength clay/mixed sand/grav el
(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
tools and cause reduced burial.
difficulty penetrating through surficial
grav elly sediment.

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(4) Cross pipeline using designed crossing
(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable.

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms

CPT/VC 03-SS-11
Clay 0-10 kPa 0-1m, 40 kPa 11.5m

CPT/VC 03-SS-12
Clay 0-10 kPa

CPT 04-SS-01
CPT 04-SS-01
0-.22 Extremely low strength CLAY
Clay 0-10 kPa
0.22-0.88 Extremely low to v ery low strength sandy CLAY
0.88-1.2 Extremely low strength CLAY
CPT 04-SS-02
Clay 0-10 kPa
CPT 04-SS-02
0-1.2 Extremely low strength sandy CLAY

CPT/VC 04-SS-04
Clay 10 kPa
CPT/VC 04-SS-05
Silt/Clay 10kPa

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
(d) Possible reduced performance w ith
some less pow erful jet trenchers in 60kPa
clay areas
(f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
(d) Possible reduced performance w ith
some less pow erful jet trenchers in 60kPa
clay areas
(f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

A/B (a) (3,4)

B (c) (3,4)

A (c,d,f) (3,4)

A/B (a) (3,4)

A (f) (3,4)

A/B (a) (3,4)

B (c) (3,4)

A (f) (3,4)

A/B (a) (3,4)

A

A

A/B ©

A

A

(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
silty/sandy areas

A (6)

A (6,10)

A/B (c) (6,10)

A (6,10)

A (6,10)

(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
silty/sandy areas

A (6)

A (6,10)

A (6,10)

A (6,10)

A (6,10)

A (5,6,7)

A (5,6,7,10)

A (5,6,7,10)

A (5,6,7,10)

A (5,6,7,10)

A (6)

A (6,10)

A (6,10)

A (6,10)

A (6,10)

A (4,6,7)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,7)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

CPT/VC 04-SS-03
Clay 10 kPa

(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms
(11) Av oidance of surface boulder patch may
reduce risk of subsurface boulders

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress in sandy areas.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
possibly reduced progress or burial in
tools and cause reduced burial.
sandy areas
(3) I ncrease burial across small bedforms
(e) Grav el component may not be
remov ed w hen jetting and form a lag in
the trench bottom, limiting burial.

A (d,f) (3,4)

CPT 03-SS-10
Clay 10 kPa

No successful VC
CPT 03-SS-12
0-0.4 Extremely low to v ery low strength sandy CLAY
0.4-1.2 Extremely low strength CLAY

VC 04-SS-05
0-0.3 Extremely low strength sandy clayey SI LT
0.3-1.2 Extremely low strength silty CLAY

A/B (a) (1,3)

CPT/VC 03-SS-09
Silt/Clay 10 kPa

VC 03-SS-11
0-0.4 Extremely low strength CLAY
0.4-0.95 Extremely low strength CLAY
0.95-1.2 Low becoming medium strength CLAY

VC 04-SS-04
0-0.38 Extremely low strength sandy CLAY
0.38-1.2 Extremely low strength silty CLAY

A (d,f) (1,3)

CPT/VC 02-SS-05
Sand Dr 5-25%

CPT/VC 03-SS-01
Sand Dr 5-15%
Clay 40-60kPa

VC 04-SS-03
0-0.5 Extremely low -v ery low strength sandy CLAY
0.5-1.2 Extremely low strength silty CLAY

1.2

Loose sand, low strength
clay

VC 03-SS-01
0-0.33 silty SAND
0.33-0.46 grav elly, clayey SAND
0.46-0.56 (VC End) Medium strength CLAY

CPT 03-SS-10
0-1.2 Extremely low to v ery low strength v ery sandy
CLAY

0

322757

1.0

Expect conditions to be similar to follow ing section

VC 02-SS-05
0-1.0 silty SAND
1.0-1.2 v ery grav elly SAND

1.2

CPT/VC 04-SS-03
CPT/VC 04-SS-04
CPT/VC 04-SS-05

(EEZ

256969
258163
263120

67.976
99 to 121

224
200.00

50.609
51.918
57.830

1.0

CPT/VC 03-SS-02/A/B
CPT/VC 03-SS-03

60.00

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial. Clearance of
boulders may be required and ploughed prelay trench may offer low est risk option.
(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms

Expect some areas of sand and some areas of clay

Sandw av es (see note)* KP:
44.183 - 45.389

CLAY (Very low strength)
(Variable thickness of loose SAND
cov er, up to 1.2m

(d)Possible reduced performance w ith
some less pow erful jet trenchers in
medium strength clay/mixed sand/grav el
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
difficulty penetrating through surficial
grav elly sediment.

6390595

Alt course end c.KP 23.5 c.KP 4.6 on Alt)
Ripple patches continue beyond end of
section.

24.00

CPT/VC 01-SS-03
Clay 60kPa
Sand Dr 70%

*CPT suggests clay on boundary of low /medium strength

Occasional boulder patches on alt course KP
0 - KP 0.75

20.00

VC 01-SS-03
0-0.45 grav elly SAND
0.45-1.2 Medium strength CLAY
Below grav el, expect clay of v arying strength

(b)Possible reduced performance/risk of
ride out ploughing in high strength clays.
Possible reduced performance of jet
trencher in medium-high strength clay/Till.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
possibly reduced progress or burial in
tools and cause reduced burial.
sandy areas (surficial)
(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
difficulty penetrating through surficial
grav elly sediment.

6387974

See next section for alt-course

Alt-course to be used av oiding sandw av e /
ridge.
Alt-course mobile sediments:
Occasional ripple patches, area of
megaripples on SCL KP 2.097 - KP 2.251

CPT/VC 01-SS-02
Sandy grav el Dr 75%
Clay 20-40Kpa

1

CPT/VC 01-SS-04
Occasional boulders
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Ripples KP:
12.556 - 16.571
16.951 - 19.141
18.009 -19.2 (start alt-course)

4.888

(b)Possible reduced performance/risk of
ride out ploughing in high strength clays.
Possible reduced performance of jet
trencher in medium-high strength clay/Till.
(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
tools and cause reduced burial.
possibly reduced progress or burial in
(2) Rock outcrops av oided by routing.
sandy areas (surficial)
(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
difficulty penetrating through surficial
grav elly sediment.

Section unsampled, expect clay to be similar in
character sample A_004, w ith surficial grav el

4.47

VC 01-SS-01

(3) I ncrease burial across bedforms

(b)Possible reduced performance/risk of
ride out ploughing in high strength clays.
Possible reduced performance of jet
trencher in medium-high strength clay/Till.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas (surficial)
(g) Jet and chain tools may hav e great
difficulty penetrating through surficial
grav elly sediment.

1

Veneer of SAND/GRAVEL ov er 0.51m CLAY ov er TILL (Expect clay of
medium to high strength)

Shallow bedrock KP 4.5

Comments relevant to multiple tools (111)

6379193

Special protection area to
KP3.79

3.7

Tool-specific comments (a-f)

HDD

Special protection area

CPT/VC_A_004

1.35

Northing

HDD

18 to 24.5

CPT/VC_A_003

0.85

Easting

Note that there may be differences w ith the geology
used for the CBRA shipping assessment as that
summarises the top 3m for anchoring assessment
purposes.

CPT/VC_A_001

0.1

Sample route
KP location

Comments

Lower case letters indicate a tool-specific comment.
Numbers indicate a comment which applies to all tools (although not necessarilty
affecting them equally)
Tools rated only on their ability to penetrate the seabed to assessed depth. Other
factors such as cost, speed etc should be considered separately.

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
(f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(3) I ncrease burial across small bedforms

(3) I ncrease burial across small bedforms
(4) Cross pipeline using designed crossing

(3) I ncrease burial across small bedforms
(4) Cross pipeline using designed crossing

(6) Route around pockmarks
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(6) Route around pockmarks
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable
(6) Route around pockmarks
(7) Steep slopes may approach limitations of
chosen tool w ithout prior remediation. Microrouting or pre-sw eeping to mitigate slopes
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(6) Route around pockmarks
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(4) Cross pipelines using designed crossing
(6) Route around pockmarks
(7) Steep slopes may approach limitations of
chosen tool w ithout prior remediation. Microrouting or pre-sw eeping to mitigate slopes
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(4) Cross pipeline using designed crossing
(7) Micro-routing or pre-sw eeping to mitigate
slopes
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

Project name: UK-Norway HVDC Interconnector
Project number: C831
Client name: NorthConnect
Location: Northern North Sea (Scotland / Norway)

Cable Protection Analysis
Burial Tool Assessment

Co-ordinates
ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 31N

KP
(RPL09 Corridor)

Bathymetry and Seabed

A - Depth likely to be achieved, B - Depth may be achieved with limitations, C Depth unlikley to be achieved

Cable Protection levels
Expected Geology within Trenching Depth

From

To

Length
[km]
From

Summary of Geology in upper
3m in section9

To

Easting

Northing

Easting

Northing

240.50

411413

6477119

425382

6485874

16.50

SAND and CLAY (Extremely low
strength)

276.00

425382

6485874

459805

6492945

35.50

SAND to depth

Additional notes on shallow
geology

Bathymetry range
Seabed features 2,3
in section
alignment chart survey centre-line (SCL)
[m below MSL]

Surface and subsurface boulder
risk [surface boulder density (per
10 000m²)5
Green: 0-20/10 000m²
Amber: 20-40/10 000m²
Red: >40/10 000m²

UXO Encounter Probability6

Maximum bedform height of

Crossings on SCL (KP as-found by
MMT)4

Maximum gradient
(survey centre line)

potential mobile sediments found
Green: Low (Background
Green <10°
in section4 [m]
theat items)
Amber ≤10° to <15°
Amber: Medium (Background Green: <1m (Ripples & Large Ripples)
Red ≤15°
Amber: 1-3m (Megaripples)
threat items)
(Max slope show n in brackets if
Red: >3m (Sandw av es)
Red: High (Minefields,
>10°)
munitiions etc)

Slope Stability Risk

Rockfall and landslide risk from Fjord
side
*(Highlighted as potentially more
critical)

Status (B - Buried, S - Surface laid)

Environmental
Wrecks/possible wrekcs
Designated Habitats
(50m route buffer)
(Survey centre line
intersections, see
Displayed perpendicular
GIS/Charts for 2D extents)
to KP, offset to wreck

Target DOL

Protection Level

UK nearshore and North Sea surv ey: ascentre
12NM routing avoids hard
found location giv en.
(offset in m, +ve = Port, constraints incuding
Fjord section: as-detected location.
ve Starboard)
environmental areas
Burial status in Fjord unknow n.

(I ncrease across areas
of bedforms to achiev e
low ering relativ e to nonmobile lev el.

Note

Samples in section

240.50

276.00

290.50

459805

6492945

472700

6499251

14.50

Clay/Sand boundary located in
this section (Loose sand sampled
at v ery end of section. Charts
suggest change at c. KP 233,
how ev er reflectors don't show
clear change. Consider section as
low strength clay.

SAND to depth

112 to 124

Traw lmarks across c.50% of section.
Frequent possible gas seeps. MMT suggest
that signal in w ater column unlikely to be
caused fish.

0

LOW

0

88 to 111

Occasional Traw l marks.
Rare pockmarks

0

LOW 240.50 - 274.2
HIGH 274.2 - 276.0

0

96 to 103

Featureless

0

HIGH

235.929 B Activ e cable

KP224.0-224.1, 224.1 - 233.09
OSPAR Seapen and
burrow ing megafauna
communities

237.061, 161.7m

244.610 S Activ e pipeline
246.750 S Activ e pipeline
248.384 B Activ e cable
248.414 S 2 x Activ e pipelines
248.445 S 259.413 B Activ e cable
264.888 S Activ e pipeline
268.635 S Activ e pipeline
280.857 S Activ e pipeline
287.657 B Activ e cable

1.0

341.50

472700

6499251

513994

6528958

Northing

Trenching assessed
depth (m)
(Target DOL from
protection level + 0.2m
allowance for product
OD and variation in
survey data)

C

1.0

51.00

Areas of SAND and CLAY
(Extremely/Very Low Strength)

*Loose clayey silty sand
interpreted in v icinity of 06-SS-02
and 07-SS-01 not w ell defined by
reflectors, section considered low
strength clay for anchoring to
remain conserv ativ e.

103 to 119

Traw l marks KP 294.5-324.1
Ripples KP:
309.048 - 309.882
Ripples & Large Ripples KP:
328.480 - 345.408

Summary of Geology expected within assessed
depth (From VC samples)
Description prov ides principal and major secondary soil
type description for the anticipated trench depth.
Consult logs for full detailed description. Where no VC
present, CPT interpretation giv en.

0

HIGH

424324

247.138
261.600
275.730

431674
445792
459549

6487988
6490447
6492852

No VC
CPT 05-SS-01
0-0.61 silty SAND
0.61-1.08 SAND
1.08-1.2 v ery silty SAND

VC 05-SS-02
0-0.55 v ery silty SAND
0.55-1.2 v ery silty SAND

1.2

1.0

1.2

C

293.196
303.800
319.900
331.600

474850
483355
496197
505777

6500877
6507264
6516926
6523407

1.0

VC 05-SS-03
0-0.67 silty SAND
0.67-1.0 v ery silty SAND
1.0-1.2 SAND

Expect dense sand

VC 06-SS-03
0-0.52 v ery clayey SAND
0.52-1.2 extremely low to v ery low strength sandy silty
CLAY
VC 06-SS-04
0-0.37 extremely low to v ery low strength v ery sandy
CLAY
0.37-0.84 v ery low strength v ery sandy CLAY
0.84-1.0 v ery clayey SAND
1.0-1.2 extremely low to v ery low strength v ery sandy
CLAY
VC 07-SS-01
0-0.78 v ery silty SAND
0.78-1.2 silty SAND

348.50

513994

6528958

519794

6532877

7.00

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

123 to 152

Ripples KP:
328.480 - 345.408

0

HIGH

<0.2,
some 0.6

C

348.50

363.50

519794

6532877

532223

6541275

15.00

CLAY (Extremely Low Strength)

152 to 238

363.50

390

532223

6541275

554181

6556111

26.50

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

103 to 285

Frequent small pockmarks.
Traw l marks KP 348.5-351.5, 359.5-361.8

0

HIGH

0

12.5
(Pockmark Flanks,
avoidable)

351.365 Planned cable

KP359.63 - 363.50 OSPAR
Possible Deep-sea sponge
aggregations

C

1.0

0

HIGH 363.50 - 380.5
MEDI UM 380.5 - 390.0

0

23.9
(Pockmark Flanks,
avoidable)

374.606 Planned pipeline

KP363.50 - 367.63 OSPAR
Possible Deep-sea sponge
aggregations
KP367.63 - 390.0 OSPAR
Seapen and burrow ing
megafauna communities

C

1.0

0

MEDI UM 390 - 402.8
HIGH 402.8 - 409.50

0

22.8
(Pockmark Flanks,
avoidable)

390.661 B Activ e cable
397.186 B Activ e cable

0

HIGH

0

CPT/VC 07-SS-04
CPT 08-SS-01
Very frequent pockmarks up to 8m deep,
c.100m across.
Traw l marks across w hole section.

409.50

554181

6556111

570338

6567028

19.50

CLAY (Extremely Low Strength)

274 to 290

409.50

413.00

570338

6567028

573239

6568987

3.50

CLAY (Extremely Low Strength)

269 to 274

Very frequent pockmarks up to 8m deep,
c.100m across.
Traw l marks across w hole section.

Traw l marks across w hole section.

413.00

415.00

573239

6568987

574896

6570107

2.00

CLAY (Extremely Low Strength)

267 to 271

I ceberg plough marks throughout section.
Pockmark on centre line at KP 413.

0

HIGH

0

415.00

427.75

574896

6570107

585460

6577245

12.75

CLAY (Extremely Low Strength)

256 to 267

I ceberg plough marks throughout section.
Pockmark on centre line at KP 413.

0

HIGH

427.75

430.00

585460

6577245

587325

6578505

2.25

CLAY (Extremely Low Strength)

266 to 272

5-20

HIGH

KP390 - 404.31 OSPAR
Seapen and burrow ing
megafauna communities

398.829, 106.7m

11.6
(Pockmark Flanks,
avoidable)

587325

6578505

601825

6588302

17.50

CLAY (Extremely Low Strength)

231 to 274

I ceberg plough marks throughout section.
Occasional boulders,
<50% are >0.75m in size

5-20

HIGH

405.880

567341

6531157

CPT/VC 07-SS-02
Sand Dr 15-40%
Clay 0-10 kPa

1.2

No VC
CPT 07-SS-03
0-0.28 silty SAND
0.28-1.2 extremely low strength CLAY

CPT 07-SS-03
Sand Dr 5-15%
Clay 0-10 kPa

C

VC 07-SS-04
0-1.2 Extremely low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC 07-SS-04
Clay 0-10 kPa

CPT 08-SS-01
0-1.2 Extremely low strength sandy CLAY

CPT 08-SS-01
Clay 0-10 kPa

C

601825

6588302

609264

6592719

8.75

CLAY (Very low to high strength*)

(*Variable degrees of iceberg
rew orking and soft sediment fill)

165 to 235

I ceberg plough marks throughout section.
Numerous boulders,
<50% are >0.75m in size

20-40

HIGH

0

20.5
(possible iceberg plough
mark feature, steep gradient
at KP 450.4 avoidable by
routing to the north, as
already marked on MMT
chart)

C

A (4,6)

B (a) (4,6)

B (c) (4,6)

A (4,6)

B (a) (4,6)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas

A (5)

B (a) (5)

B (c) (5)

A (5)

B (a) (5)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas

A (f) (3,4)

A/B (a) (3,4)

A/B (c) (3,4)

A (3,4)

A/B (a) (3,4)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
(f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

A (3)

A (3,10)

A (3,10)

A (3,10)

A (3,10)

A (4,6,7)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A (4,6,7,10)

A

A (10)

A (10)

A (10)

A (10)

(4) Cross pipelines/cables using designed
crossing
(6) Rare pockmarks, av oid through microrouting.

(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable

(3) I ncrease burial across small bedforms
(4) Cross pipelines/cables using designed
crossing. Agree w ith planned cable parties

(3) I ncrease burial across small bedforms
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(4) Cross pipelines using designed crossing
(6) Route around pockmarks
(7) Steep slopes may approach limitations of
chosen tool w ithout prior remediation. Microrouting or pre-sw eeping to mitigate slopes
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(4) Cross pipelines using designed crossing
(6) Route around pockmarks
(7) Steep slopes may approach limitations of
chosen tool w ithout prior remediation. Microrouting or pre-sw eeping to mitigate slopes
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(4) Cross pipelines using designed crossing
(6) Route around pockmarks
(7) Steep slopes may approach limitations of
chosen tool w ithout prior remediation. Microrouting or pre-sw eeping to mitigate slopes
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

A (6,7,8,10)

A (6,7,8,10)

A (6,7,8,10)

A (6,7,8,10)

CPT/VC 08-SS-03
Clay 0-10 kPa

A (7,8)

A (7,8,10)

A (7,8,10)

A (7,8,10)

A (7,8,10)

(7) Micro-routing or pre-sw eeping to mitigate
slopes
(8) Possible rock placement across steep
iceberg scar marks(10) Potential risk of sinkage
for tools w ithout buoyancy capabilities
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

Extremely low strength clay

A (1,8)

A (1,8,10)

A (1,8,10)

A (1,8,10)

A (1,8,10)

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(8) Possible rock placement across steep
iceberg scar marks
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

A (1,8)

A (1,8,10)

A (1,8,10)

A (1,8,10)

A (1,8,10)

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(8) Possible rock placement across steep
iceberg scar marks
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

B (b) (1,7,8)

B (b) (1,7,8,10)

A (1,7,8,10)

A (1,7,8,10)

B (b) (1,7,8,10)

A (4)

A (4,10)

A (4,10)

A (4,10)

A (4,10)

A (1,7,9)

A (1,7,9,10)

A (1,7,9,10)

A (1,7,9,10)

A (1,7,9,10)

1.0

1.2

VC 08-SS-03
0-1.2 extremely low strength CLAY

1.0

1.2

No sample

6572791

6579503
6585619
6586602

1.0

No VC
CPT 09-SS-01
0-0.2 Extremely low strength silty CLAY
0.2-1.2 xtremely low strength CLAY
1.2

603656
603718
606052

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs (unassisted).
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas

A (6,7,8)

Extremely low strength clay

449.707
449.783
452.660

A

(6) Route around pockmarks
(7) Steep slopes may approach limitations of
chosen tool w ithout prior remediation. Microrouting or pre-sw eeping to mitigate slopes
(8) Possible rock placement across steep
iceberg scar marks
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

No sample in section

588811
597860
599317

A

6565008

1.2

431.800
442.720
444.490

A/B (c )

6541337
6554771

Extremely low strength clay

0

A/B (a)

6537758

No sample in section

578862

Comments relevant to multiple tools (111)

Majority section 10kPa clay

VC 07-SS-02
0-0.34 silty SAND
0.34-1.2 extremely low strength v ery sandy silty CLAY

1.2

419.8

Tool-specific comments (a-f)

A

CPT/VC 07-SS-01
Sand Dr 50%

1.2

CPT 09-SS-02
0-1.2 Extremely low strength CLAY
CPT 09-SS-03
0-0.85 Extremely low strength CLAY
0.85-1.2 Extremely low strength CLAY

456.25

CPT/VC 06-SS-04
10kPa Clay

1.0

C

Jet Assisted
Cable Burial
Plough10
(simultaneous/
post-lay)

CPT/VC 06-SS-03
Sand Dr 40%
10kPa clay

C

0

446.595 S Activ e pipeline

532308
552194

Combined
Jet/Chain
cutting tool10
(simultaneous/
post-lay)

CPT 06-SS-02
Sand Dr 50%

CPT/VC 08-SS-02
Clay 0-10 kPa

1.0

0

363.620
387.600

527033

Expect dense sand

VC 08-SS-02
0-1.2 Extremely low strength CLAY

CPT/VC 09-SS-04
CPT/VC 09-SS-05
CPT/VC 09-SS-06

447.50

Chain Cutter10
(simultaneous/ postlay)

CPT/VC 06-SS-01
Sand, 0-0.35 Dr 25-40%
0.35-1.2 65%

1.2

C

KP435.89 - 435.94, 436.02 436.08 OSPAR Deep-sea
sponge aggregations

357.3

CPT/VC 05-SS-03
0-0.25 Sand, Dr 0-75%
0.25-1.2 Sand Dr 65-90%

1.0

CPT 09-SS-01
CPT 09-SS-02
CPT 09-SS-03

447.50

Pre-lay Plough

CPT/VC 05-SS-02
Sand 0-0.55 Dr 25-75%, 0.551.2 Dr 75-90%

C

CPT/VC 08-SS-03

I ceberg plough marks throughout section.
Occasional boulders,
<50% are >0.75m in size

517253

CPT 05-SS-01
Sand 0-0.55 Dr 10-35%, 0.551.2 Dr 70%

1.2

CPT/VC 08-SS-02

390

345.43

1.0

CPT 07-SS-03

430.00

Jet Trencher
(simultaneous/
post-lay)

CPT 06-SS-02
0-1.2 clayey SAND

1.2

CPT/VC 07-SS-02
341.50

Indicative
strenths/density (Lab /
CPT data) of soils within
assessed depth

6485339

VC 06-SS-01
0-0.35 v ery silty SAND
0.35-1.2 v ery silty SAND

C

304.477 B Activ e cable
326.208 S Activ e pipeline
338.965 Planned cable

<0.2,
some 0.6

239.305

1.2

CPT/VC 05-SS-02
CPT/VC 05-SS-03
CPT/VC 06-SS-01

298.564 B Disused cable

0

C

CPT 06-SS-02
CPT/VC 06-SS-03
CPT/VC 06-SS-04
CPT/VC 07-SS-01

290.50

Easting

Note that there may be differences w ith the geology
used for the CBRA shipping assessment as that
summarises the top 3m for anchoring assessment
purposes.

CPT 05-SS-01

224
(EEZ boundary)

Sample route
KP location

Comments

Lower case letters indicate a tool-specific comment.
Numbers indicate a comment which applies to all tools (although not necessarilty
affecting them equally)
Tools rated only on their ability to penetrate the seabed to assessed depth. Other
factors such as cost, speed etc should be considered separately.

6589531
6589579
6591259

1.0

CPT 09-SS-01
Clay 0-10 kPa
CPT 09-SS-02
Clay 0-10 kPa
CPT 09-SS-03
Clay 0-10 kPa

VC 09-SS-04
0-1.2 medium strength CLAY

1.2

VC 09-SS-05
0-0.25 v ery low strength CLAY
0.25-0.85 medium strength CLAY
0.85-1.2 medium to high strength CLAY
VC 09-SS-06
0-0.15 v ery low strength CLAY
0.15-1.2 v ery low stregth CLAY

CPT/VC 09-SS-04
Clay 60-70 kPa.
CPT/VC 09-SS-05
Clay 0-0.25 25Kpa,
0.25-0.85 50-80kPa,
0.85-1.2 100kPa

(b) Possible reduced performance/risk of
ride out ploughing in high strength clays.
Possible reduced performance jetting in
high strength clays.

CPT/VC 09-SS-06
Clay 10kPa

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool w ithout prior remediation. Microrouting or pre-sw eeping to mitigate slopes.
(8) Possible rock placement across steep
iceberg scar marks
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

Expet clay of v ariable strength due to localised
occurence of iceberg rew orking.

456.25

460.75

460.75

470.00

609264

613607

6592719

6593354

613607

621415

6593354

6596941

4.50

9.25

CLAY (Extremely low strength)

CLAY (Extremely low strength),
highly localised subcropping
BEDROCK/TILL

165 to 205

190 to 270

Featureless

Numerous boulders, <50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 460.75 - 462.25
KP 464.1 - 466
Occasional boulders, <50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 462.25 - 463.65

0

5-40 (To KP 466)

HIGH

HIGH

456.816 S Activ e pipeline

0

0

17.1
(possible moraine feature,
gradients at c.KP 464.15
and KP 465.25-465.5
unavoidable)

I nterpreted mass-transport
deposit:
KP 467.55 - 467.65

C

KP 464.67 - KP 464.74 ANNEX I
KP 465.19 to 465.38 ANNEX I
KP 467.37 to 467.74 ANNEX I

C

CPT/VC 09-SS-07

457.363

610355

6592493

CPT/VC 09-SS-08
CPT/VC 09-SS-09
CPT/VC 09-SS-10
CPT/VC 09-SS-11

461.949
464.259
465.232
465.805

614686
616769
617395
617913

6593862
6594370
6595014
6595256

1.0

1.2

1.0

VC 09-SS-07
0-0.28 extremely low strength sandy CLAY
0.28-0.58 extremely low strength v ery sandy CLAY
0.58-0.76 extremely low strength CLAY
0.76-1.04 v ery low strength CLAY
1.04-1.14 SAND
1.14-1.2 low strength CLAY
VC 09-SS-08
0-0.28 low strength grav elly CLAY
0.28-0.43 clayey fine SAND (locally v ery grav elly)
0.43-0.6 v ery low to low strength v ery sandy CLAY
0.6-1.11 (VC End) silty SAND

1.2

VC 09-SS-09
0-0.16 low strength grav elly CLAY
0.16-0.76 low to medium strength silty CLAY
0.76-1.2 low to medium strength silty CLAY
VC 09-SS-10
0-1.2 extremely low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC 09-SS-07
Clay 10 kPa

(4) Cross pipeline using designed crossing
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

CPT/VC 09-SS-08
Clay 20 kPa
CPT/VC 09-SS-09
Clay 35-50 kPa
CPT/VC 09-SS-10
Clay 0-10 kPa
CPT/VC 09-SS-11
Clay 0-10 kPa

(e) Grav el component may not be
remov ed w hen jetting and form a lag in
the trench bottom.
(d)Possible reduced performance w ith
some less pow erful jet trenchers in
medium strength clay/mixed sand/grav el

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(9) Shallow or exposed bedrock may preclude
burial using tools and instead require rockplacement protection.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

VC 09-SS-11
0-1.2 extremely low strength silty CLAY
VC 09-SS-12A
VC 09-SS-13
VC 09-SS-15
CPT/VC 09-SS-14
VC 09-SS-16
(sample 15 occurs before
14)
Frequent areas of numerous/high density
boulders <50% ore >0.75m in size, Diamicton Till,
Reefs. Where sampled, ,Till appears to
comprise grav ell and sand.

Subcropping/exposed BEDROCK,
BEDROCK/TILL interspersed w ith
areas of CLAY and SAND

470.00

480.65

621415

6596941

624798

6602140

10.65

Appears particularly rocky
betw een KP 471.1 - KP472.8
Considered LOW STRENGTH CLAY
BEDROCK outcrops are
for shipping assessment as this
particularly prev alent betw een
comprises the majority of this
KP 470 and KP474, although found
section.
across the section

140 to 372

Ripples KP:
473.393 - 473.4498

20->40

HIGH

<0.2 (limited area)

22.8
(Steep gradients KP 472.5 472.8 unavoidable, but may
be eased by routing to the
north)

KP 469.84 to 474.12 ANNEX I
KP 474.98 to 475.55 ANNEX I
KP 478.00 to 478.07 ANNEX I
KP 480.34 to 480.46 ANNEX I

477.841, -134.7m
477.844, -136m
479.084, 6.1m
479.883, 84.3m
479.902, 35m

C

471.417
472.274
475.505
477.137
479.089

622313
623075
625365
625228

6596333
6596621
6596679
6598293

VC 09-SS-12A
0-0.71 extremely low strength silty CLAY
0.71-1.2 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY
VC 09-SS-13
0-0.28 Black fibrous organic layer (Peat?)
0.28-1.04 low strength silty CLAY
1.04-1.2 grav elly SAND

1.0

1.2

Extreme gradients, thin sediment cov er ov er
bedrock.

VC 09-SS-15
0-0.42 extremely low strength sandy CLAY
0.42-0.82 extremely low strength silty CLAY
0.82-1.06 grav elly v ery clayey SAND
1.06-1.2 grav elly SAND
VC 09-SS-14
0-0.73 extremely low strength grav elly CLAY
0.73-1.2 extremely low strength CLAY

CPT/VC 09-SS-14
Clay 10kPa

(a)Sand/dense sand/ till may cause rideout w ith ploughs.
*Only applies to VC 09-SS-16 area,
otherw ise A rating
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
silty/sandy areas
*Only applies to VC 09-SS-16 area,
otherw ise A rating
(e) Grav el component may not be
remov ed w hen jetting and form a lag in
the trench bottom.

VC 09-SS-16
No Dr data

Possible fibrous peat layer may resist
jetting.

Expect granular deposits of
variable grain size possibly
with very soft clay surficial
veneer.

(a)Sand/dense sand/ till may cause rideout w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
(f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

VC 09-SS-12A
Clay 5-10kPa
VC 09-SS-13A
-no test dataVC 09-SS-15
Clay 5 kPa

A/B* (e) (1,7,9,12)

A/B* (a)
(1,7,9,10,12)

A/B* (c) (1,7,9,10,12)

A/B* (c, e)
(1,7,9,10,12)

A/B* (a)
(1,7,9,10,12)

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(9) Shallow or exposed bedrock may preclude
burial using tools and instead require rockplacement protection.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities
(12) I f bedrock encountered w ithin assessed
depth, none of these tools w ill achiev e target
burial

VC 09-SS-16
0-0.52 v ery grav elly silty SAND
0.52-0.9 silty SAND
0.9-1.2 v ery grav elly silty SAND

KP 480.80 to 482.22
ANNEX I

480.65

482.25

625174

6601722

624204

6602969

1.60

BEDROCK/TILL

282.5 to 352

482.25

502.30

624204

6602969

634429

6618436

20.05

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

290 to 424

High density boulders
<50% are > 0.75m in size

≥40

HIGH

0

Small areas of 5-20
Avoidable through routing

HIGH
(Low 493 - 498)

0

Unsampled

24.6
Moraine area, unavoidable
gradients

C

0.8

C

1.0

VC-B10-SS-01
CPT/VC-B10-SS-02

Occasional pinnacles of bedrock at seabed
c.KP 487.5 -488.5, (av oidable)
Occasional boulders KP 488.3-489.1
<50% are >0.75m in size

1.2

486.661, -105m
489.82, 176m

Patches interpreted mass
transport deposits KP 483.25-484

489.723
499.138

627790
631809

6608737
6616669

1.2

505.75

505.75

508.75

634429

637330

6618436

6621058

637330

638422

6621058

6623764

3.45

3.00

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength), some areas of
BEDROCK/TILL w ith v eneer of
CLAY

BEDROCK/TILL w ith v eneer of
CLAY, and CLAY (Extremely/Very
Low Strength)

VC 10-SS-03A

routing should be able to av oid rock/hard
sediment and bury the cable in soft clay . Thus
considered soft clay for anchoring
assessment.
217 to 334

Patches occasional/numerous boulders KP
502.5-505.6,

Some small patches of density 5-40
Avoidable apart from c. KP 504.5504.75

HIGH

0

39.3
Unavoidable steep
gradients, routing around
rocky areas will reduce
maximum

>40

HIGH

Bedforms are Relict
<0.2, 3 (Megaripples)

25
Narrow pass, steep
gradients unavoidable

Route consistently on "bedrock" (MMT
interpretation), KP 507.75 - 508.75
(unav oidable, clay v eneer thickness
unknow n. "Bedrock" may be Till). Other 2km in
section may be possible to route on soft
material.
217 to 120

High density boulders KP 505.75-507.75,
<50% are >0.75m in size.
Reef on or near centreline KP 506.5 - 508.0.
Relict bedforms on centre-line KP 507.555 507.743

VC 10-SS-01
0-0.71 extremely low strength silty CLAY
0.71-1.2 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY
VC-B10-SS-02
0-1.2 v ery low strength silty CLAY

Traw l marks KP 488.3 - 501.0

502.30

Unsampled. Diamicton Till or Bedrock

Mass transport deposits across
section (contains disturbed
reflectors indicativ e of mass
transport deposits.)

505.435 Activ e cable

502.328

634454

A/B (f) (1,7,12)

A/B (a) (1,7,12)

B (c) (1,7,12)

A/B (c,f) (1,7,12)

A/B (a) (1,7,12)

A

A (10)

A (10)

A (10)

A (10)

A (1,4,7,12)

A (1,4,7,10,12)

A (1,4,7,10,12)

A (1,4,7,10,12)

A (1,4,7,10,12)

A/B* (f) (1,2,7,12)

A/B* (a)
(1,2,7,10,12)

B* (c)
(1,2,7,10,12)

A/B* (c,f)
(1,2,7,10,12)

A/B* (a)
(1,2,7,10,12)

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(12) I f bedrock encountered w ithin assessed
depth, none of these tools w ill achiev e target
*Difficulty depends upon thickness of clay burial
v eneer

VC-B10-SS-01
Silty Clay/ Clayey Silt,10kPa
CPT/VC-B10-SS-02
Silty Clay/ Clayey Silt,10kPa

(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

6618450

503.546, 13.5m
504.34, -20.6m
504.405, -42.7m

C

1.0

1.2

VC 10-SS-03A
0-0.42 (End VC) extremely low strength silty CLAY

VC 10-SS-03A
Silty Clay, 10kPa

508.594, -20.7m

C

0.8

1.0

No sample. Interpretation suggests diamicton or
Bedrock

Expect granular deposits of
variable grain size possibly
with very soft clay surficial
veneer.

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(4) Cross cable using designed crossing
(See section below for potential problems (7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
if bedrock/till encountered w ithin
chosen tool, limiting use.
trenching depth)
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities
(12) I f bedrock encountered w ithin assessed
depth, none of these tools w ill achiev e target
burial

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
(f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(2) Rock outcrops av oided by routing.
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities
(12) I f bedrock encountered w ithin assessed
*Difficulty depends upon thickness of clay depth, none of these tools w ill achiev e target
v eneer
burial

Project name: UK-Norway HVDC Interconnector
Project number: C831
Client name: NorthConnect
Location: Northern North Sea (Scotland / Norway)

Cable Protection Analysis
Burial Tool Assessment

Co-ordinates
ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 31N

KP
(RPL09 Corridor)

Bathymetry and Seabed

A - Depth likely to be achieved, B - Depth may be achieved with limitations, C Depth unlikley to be achieved

Cable Protection levels
Expected Geology within Trenching Depth

From

To

Length
[km]
From

508.75

Summary of Geology in upper
3m in section9

To

509.80

Easting

Northing

Easting

Northing

638422

6623764

638211

6623745

Additional notes on shallow
geology

Bathymetry range
Seabed features 2,3
in section
alignment chart survey centre-line (SCL)
[m below MSL]

Surface and subsurface boulder
risk [surface boulder density (per
10 000m²)5
Green: 0-20/10 000m²
Amber: 20-40/10 000m²
Red: >40/10 000m²

UXO Encounter Probability6

Maximum bedform height of

Crossings on SCL (KP as-found by
MMT)4

Maximum gradient
(survey centre line)

potential mobile sediments found
Green: Low (Background
Green <10°
in section4 [m]
theat items)
Amber ≤10° to <15°
Amber: Medium (Background Green: <1m (Ripples & Large Ripples)
Red ≤15°
Amber: 1-3m (Megaripples)
threat items)
(Max slope show n in brackets if
Red: >3m (Sandw av es)
Red: High (Minefields,
>10°)
munitiions etc)

Slope Stability Risk

Rockfall and landslide risk from Fjord
side
*(Highlighted as potentially more
critical)

520.60

520.6

524.65

638211

644395

6623745

6631769

644395

647271

6631769

6634614

Environmental
Wrecks/possible wrekcs
Designated Habitats
(50m route buffer)
(Survey centre line
intersections, see
Displayed perpendicular
GIS/Charts for 2D extents)
to KP, offset to wreck

Target DOL

Protection Level

(I ncrease across areas
of bedforms to achiev e
low ering relativ e to nonmobile lev el.

Note

Samples in section

Sample route
KP location

Easting

Northing

Trenching assessed
depth (m)
(Target DOL from
protection level + 0.2m
allowance for product
OD and variation in
survey data)

Summary of Geology expected within assessed
depth (From VC samples)
Description prov ides principal and major secondary soil
type description for the anticipated trench depth.
Consult logs for full detailed description. Where no VC
present, CPT interpretation giv en.

Indicative
strenths/density (Lab /
CPT data) of soils within
assessed depth

Jet Trencher
(simultaneous/
post-lay)

Pre-lay Plough

Chain Cutter10
(simultaneous/ postlay)

Note that there may be differences w ith the geology
used for the CBRA shipping assessment as that
summarises the top 3m for anchoring assessment
purposes.

1.05

BEDROCK/TILL w ith v eneer of
CLAY, and CLAY (Extremely/Very
Low Strength)

10.80

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

187 to 225

Numerous boulders ,<50% are >0.75m in size.
KP 508.75-509.8

20-40

HIGH

0

29.8
Narrow pass, steep
gradients unavoidable but Mass transport deposits across
section
may be reduced. Route
around steep rocky outcrop
at KP 509.3

0

23.8
Unavoidable gradients
509.9 - 510.2, routing
around rocky area will
reduce the max gradient at
KP 519.5

C
(D 509-509.8)

510.916 Activ e cable
511.116 Activ e cable
511.249 Activ e cable
511.307 Activ e cable
511.548 Activ e cable

Rock pinnacle at KP 519.5 (av oidable)

509.8

Status (B - Buried, S - Surface laid)

UK nearshore and North Sea surv ey: ascentre
12NM routing avoids hard
found location giv en.
(offset in m, +ve = Port, constraints incuding
Fjord section: as-detected location.
ve Starboard)
environmental areas
Burial status in Fjord unknow n.

4.05

290 to 354

11-SS-01 samples pocket of
thicker clay (not representativ e of
TILL w ith v eneer of CLAY (Veneer
surrounding geophysical
thicknes unknow n, TI LL not
interpretation of Till w ith v eneer)
sampled)
11-SS-01 samples CLAY v eneer, TI LL
not reached after 1.6m

Numerous boulders
KP 509.8- 510.25,
Mix of numerous and occasional boulders KP
516.4 - 516.75
KP 517.4 -520.4
<50% are >0.75m in size.

Patches of boulders of density 540
Not avoidable

HIGH

Possible historic slip-scarp at KP
510.6

511.152, 247.6m
511.279, -107.7m
511.606, -152.4m
511.653, 209.8m
511.807, 29.2m
511.852, 87.2m
512.388, -17.1m
512.597, -249.3m
512.641, -46.6m
512.678, -47m

Burial increase in v icinity
of yards and mobilisation
area

1.5 (B 0.5)

Burial increase in v icinity
of yards and mobilisation
area

≥40 (Field unavoidable)

High density boulders KP 521.1 - 524.4
<50% are >0.75m in size

HIGH

0

1.2 (D 1.7)

CPT/VC-B10-SS-04
CPT/VC 10-SS-05

D
(B
KP 520-520.8)

523.223 Activ e cable

Raised area is interpreted as Till w ith a clay
v eneer. This (and later) features may hav e
been formed as terminal moraines by periods
of glacial re-adv ancement during the ov erall
final retreat.
152 to 430

Mass transport deposits outcrop
KP 510-520.6.

1 .0 (D 1.5)

B

638407
641978

No sample

VC-B10-SS-04
0-1.7 v ery low strength silty CLAY

521.803
523.993

645197
646790

Expect granular deposits of
variable grain size possibly
with very soft clay surficial
veneer.

Combined
Jet/Chain
cutting tool10

Jet Assisted
Cable Burial
Plough10

(simultaneous/
post-lay)

(simultaneous/
post-lay)

Tool-specific comments (a-f)

Comments relevant to multiple tools (111)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
A/B* (a) (1,7,10,12) (f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities
(12) I f bedrock encountered w ithin assessed
depth, none of these tools w ill achiev e target
*Difficulty depends upon thickness of clay
burial
v eneer

A/B* (f) (1,7,12)

A/B* (a) (1,7,10,12)

B* (c) (1,7,10,12)

A/B* (c,f)
(1,7,10,12)

A (1,4,7)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (1,4,7)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (1,4,7,10)

A (4)

A (4,10)

A (4,10)

A (4,10)

A (4,10)

A (4,5)

A (4,5,10)

A (4,5,10)

A (4,5,10)

A (4,5,10)

6623841
6626604

1.7 (B 0.7)

VC-B11-SS-01
VC-B11-SS-02A

26.2
Unavoidable gradients,
routing will reduce steepest
section c. KP 524.5

509.983
514.708

Comments

Lower case letters indicate a tool-specific comment.
Numbers indicate a comment which applies to all tools (although not necessarilty
affecting them equally)
Tools rated only on their ability to penetrate the seabed to assessed depth. Other
factors such as cost, speed etc should be considered separately.

VC 10-SS-05
0-0.95 v ery low strength silty CLAY
0.95-1.7 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY

6632666
6634169

0.6

0.4

Routing may be able to av oid exposed
till/bedrock KP 524.25-524.6

VC-B11-SS-01
0-0.28 v ery low strength sandy CLAY
0.28-0.47 v ery low strength v ery sandy CLAY
0.47-0.54 silty SAND
0.54-0.7 extremely low strength silty CLAY

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

CPT/VC-B10-SS-04
Clay 10kPa
CPT/VC 10-SS-05
Silty Clay <10kPa

VC-B11-SS-01
Clay 10kPa
VC-B11-SS-02A
no lab test, likely 10kPa

VC-B11-SS-02A
0-0.39 v ery low strength v ery sandy CLAY
0.39-0.7 v ery low strength v ery grav elly CLAY

Depending on veneer
thickness, may expect
unsorted granular deposits
of variable size with very
soft clay surficial veneer

No sample

Expect extremely low
strength clay

From samples, v eneer appears thick
enough such that Till may not be
encountered.

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

Reef patch at KP 521.7
525.92 Activ e cable

524.65

531.50

647271

6634614

650232

6640121

6.85

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

*Assuming cable is routed through
low strength clay areas, av oiding
bedrock

Large v ery steep "islands" of bedrock in Fjord
bottom. Port/Starboard surv ey lines suggest
these areas are easily av oidable to allow the
cable to be installed in soft sediment.
400 to 503
Occasional boulders, <50% are >0.75m in size.
KP 526.3 - 526.4
KP 528.2 - 528.6

Small patches of 5-20
Avoidable through routing

HIGH

0

60.9
routing can avoid the most Section consists mostly of mass
severe rocky slopes in
transport deposits outcrop
section (bedrock
unless bedrock/till is found.
"islands")KP 527.5 and KP
529.2-530.4)

0

26.3
Steep gradients can be
avoided by routing. Careful
routing to the North at KP
542.5 may reduce gradient,
steep area at KP 544
avoidable

Unsampled

524.864, -194.1m
525.487, 84.4m
526.107, 179.6m
526.537, 79.8m
526.556, -70.3m
526.76, -155.9m
526.914, 246m

533.666 Activ e cable
KP 539.4 to 539.94 -I nterpreted from MBES
533.758 Activ e cable
and SBP; from east, rather gentle side slopes,
533.873 Activ e cable
could be from sliding during decreasing sea
Possible historic slip-scarp at KP
533.96 Activ e cable
lev el
547.7
534.077 Activ e cable
534.191 Activ e cable
KP 540.13 to 540.67 -I nterpreted from MBES
I nterpreted mass-transport
534.357 Activ e cable
and SBP; across, rather gentle side slopes,
deposits:
534.376 Activ e cable
could be from sliding during decreasing sea
KP 534.8 - 535.1
534.742 Activ e cable
lev el
KP 539.4 - 540.6
538.650 Out of use cable
KP 541.3 - 542.45
539.229 Out of use cable
KP 543.43 to 543.77 -I nterpreted from MBES
KP 543 - 543.8
539.24 Out of use cable
and SBP; from south, rather gentle side
slopes, could be from sliding during
decreasing sea lev el

B

0.7

0.5

CPT/VC 11-SS-03
CPT/VC 11-SS-04
CPT/VC 12-SS-01
CPT/VC 12-SS-02

Slip-scarp at KP 542.45
Occasional boulders, <50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 534.25 - 534.5

531.50

548.25

650232

6640121

659120

6652619

16.75

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

464 to 547

Occasional boulders, >50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 540.55 - 540.6
KP 544.9 - 545.1

Small patches of 5-20
Avoidable through routing

HIGH
LOW beyond KP 543

Numerous boulders, >50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 535.7 - 535.8

534.934, 161.7m
536.961, -80m
544.544, -243.3m
546.559, 100.2m

B
(D
KP 543.2 -544.8)

539.651
542.718
543.438
547.61

653856
654541
655111
658692

6646994
6649993
6650532
6652147

VC 11-SS-03
0-1.7 v ery low strength silty CLAY

-Protection lev el D in
v icinity of fish farms/
0.5 (D 1.5)

0.7 (D1.7)

-Further assesment of
slope stability

VC 11-SS-04
0-0.93 v ery low strength silty CLAY
0.93-1.7 extremely low strength silty CLAY
VC 12-SS-01
0-1.7 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY
VC 12-SS-02
0-1.7 v ery low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC 11-SS-03
Clay 15kPa
CPT/VC 11-SS-04
Clay 10-15kPa

548.25

549.00

659120

6652619

659619

6653179

0.75

547 to 605

Bedrock or Till interpreted, w ith a v eneer of
clay.

0

LOW

0

11.7
Unavoidable, but routing
may reduce gradientto <10
degrees.

B

0.6

0.4

No sample. Diamicton Till or Bedrock

(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

CPT/VC 12-SS-01
Silty Clay 10kPa
CPT/VC 12-SS-02
Silty Clay 10-15kPa

Unsampled

BEDROCK/TILL w ith v eneer of
CLAY

(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

Expect unsorted granular
deposits of variable size ,
with very soft clay surficial
veneer. Burial to 0.7m may
be confined to soft veneer.

A/B* (f) (7,12)

A/B* (a) (7,10,12)

B* (c) (7,10,12)

A/B* (c,f) (7,10,12)

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
A/B* (a) (7,10,12) (f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting

(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities
(12) I f bedrock encountered w ithin assessed
depth, none of these tools w ill achiev e target
burial

*Difficulty depends upon thickness of clay
v eneer
VC B12-SS-03

549.00

557.50

659619

6653179

665014

6659116

8.50

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

605 to 660

Raised area across Fjord: KP 554.9 - 555.3
interpreted as Bedrock/Till w ith ov erlying clay
mass-transport deposit.

0

LOW

0

24.7
Steep gradients at KP550
and 555.0-555.3
unavoidable

0

27.2
Mass transport deposits
routing to the south should outcrop:
reduce gradient KP 585.5592.1 - 592.7
586, steep gradients
unavoidable KP 586-586.5

Raised area across Fjord: KP 586 - 588.95
interpreted as Bedrock/Till w ith v eneer/cov er
of clay.

557.50

592.60

665014

6659116

676238

6684411

35.10

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

528 to 668

552.333, 99.1m

I nterpreted mass-transport
deposits:
KP 549.75 - 550.6
KP 555.25 - 556

563.317
566.707
573.047
577.246
578.652
582.517
583.406
584.179
584.681
584.707
584.933
585.063

Slip-scarp:
KP 585.25

Occasional boulders, <50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 585.9 - 586.65

Patch of 5-20
Not avoidable

LOW

I nterpreted mass-transport
deposits:
KP 585.3 - 585.7

Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Out of use cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Out of use cable

A

594.60

676238

6684411

677261

6686119

2.00

BEDROCK/TILL w ith v eneer of
CLAY or SAND/GRAVEL

Sample records clay (0.7m) ov er
SAND to 0.7-2m (end of sample)

Raised area across Fjord interpreted as
Bedrock/Till w ith clay or sand/grav el v eneer.
Very rapid deepening, from -530m to -800m
from KP 592.7- 595.5
530 to 800

663766

6657473

0

0

VC B12-SS-04
VC B13-SS-01A
VC B14-SS-01

B
(D
KP 586.7 - 588.7,
KP 591 - 592.6)

572.419
586.194
590.893

671601
673305
675629

6671067
6681516
6682836

-Protection lev el D in
v icinity of fish farms.

VC B12-SS-03
0-0.5 extremely low strength silty CLAY

VC B12-SS-04
0-1.7 extremely low strength silty CLAY

0.7 (D 1.7)

0.5 (D 1.5)
-Further assesment of
slope stability

VC B13-SS-01A
0-0.55 extremely low to v ery low strength sandy CLAY
0.55-0.68 v ery clayey SAND
0.68-1.7v ery low strength silty CLAY
VC B14-SS-01
0-0.77 extremely low strength silty CLAY
0.77-0.92 v ery low strength sandy CLAY
0.92-1.7 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY

VC B15-SS-01A

592.60

555.018

Slip-scarps:
KP 549.75
KP 549.9

592.698

676289

677261

6686119

682547

6698306

15.40

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

805 to 857

LOW

0

27.3
Steep gradients
unavoidable

D

Route in proximity of explosiv e dumping
ground KP 609.5 - 611.5

0

LOW
HIGH beyond 605.5

0

19.3
Gradient c.KP 599.15
unavoidable

Mass transport deposits
outcrops:
KP 594.60 - 595.7
KP 599.15 - 599.8
I nterpreted mass-transport
deposits:
KP 599.25 - 599.75
KP 603.5 - 603.9

634.75

682547

6698306

702765

6703392

24.75

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

716 to 857

Occasional boulders, >50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 630.5 - 631

Small patches of 5->40
Avoidable through routing

HIGH until KP 617
LOW

0

High-density boulders, >50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 632.95 - 633.25

658.70

702765

6703392

721786

6712367

23.95

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength)

330 to 720

Occasional boulders, <50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 636.6 - 637.1

Small patches 5-20
Avoidable through routing

LOW

0

Occasional boulders, >50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 657.9 - 658.2

D 1.3

-Protection lev el D in
v icinity of fish farms.

1.5

VC B15-SS-01A
0-0.7 v ery low strength silty CLAY
0.7-1.7 v ery silty SAND

KP 597.48 to 597.59 -I nterpreted from MBES,
small lobes from east and w est

596.216 Activ e cable
596.306 Activ e cable
598.021 Out of use cable
598.39 Activ e cable
600.323 DCC 142 Activ e cable
601.067 Out of use cable

CPT/VC B16-SS-01
VC B16-SS-02

603.327, -27.4m

KP 603.54 to 603.91 -I nterpreted from MBES
and SBP; from southeast, steep, high side
slope10

610.622
612.582
618.476
619.307
633.396
634.611
634.647

18.6
Steep gradient KP 611.75
Mass transport deposits
unavoidable, gradients KP
outcrop:
620-620.5 unavoidable but
KP 611.4 - 611.75
may be improved by
KP 619.2 - 621.2
routing to the south KP 620KP 627.9 - 630.9
620.25. Gradient at 630.7
unvoidable.

A
(D
KP 594.6 - 596,
KP 598.5, 599.5)

661.40

721786

6712367

724305

6712302

2.70

Complex section. Mix of soft sediment and
Bedrock. I ncidence of soft/harder material is
patchy across all 3 surv ey lines. Considered as
LOW STRENGTH CLAY for shipping assessment
to remain risk-conserv ativ e and due to the
v ery low lev els of traffic.
*Bedrock outcrops appear to be
av oidable

330 to 76

Exposed/subcropping bedrock KP 660.5 661.3

N/A*

A (1,4,5,7)

A (1,4,5,7,10)

A (1,4,5,7,10)

A (1,4,5,7,10)

A (1,4,5,7,10)

A/B* (f) (7,12)

A/B* (a) (7,10,12)

B* (c) (7,10,12)

A/B* (c,f) (7,10,12)

0 (D 1.7)

620.377
630.507

690357
699382

*Protection Lev el A - Client stipulates no
protection in this area

VC B13-SS-01A
Silty Clay, 10kPa

(1) Subsurface boulders may impede burial
tools and cause reduced burial.
(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

VC B14-SS-01
Clay 5-10kPa

Depending on veneer
thickness, may expect
unsorted granular deposits
of variable size with very
soft clay surficial veneer.
Burial to 0.7m may be
confined to soft veneer.

(a)Sand/dense sand may cause ride-out
w ith ploughs.
(c) Expect increased chain-w ear and
possibly reduced progress or burial in
sandy areas
A/B* (a) (7,10,12) (f) Mixed sand and clay conditions may
make sw ord optimisation difficult w hen
jetting
*Difficulty depends upon thickness of clay
v eneer

(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities
(12) I f bedrock encountered w ithin assessed
depth, none of these tools w ill achiev e target
burial

6690101
6697615

Protection lev el D in
v icinity of fish farms

CPT/VC B17-SS-01
CPT/VC B17-SS-02

A
(D
KP 616.5 - 619.3,
KP 621 - 625)

676934
682546

Further assesment of
slope stability

VC B16-SS-01
0-1.7 v ery low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC B16-SS-01
Silty Clay, 5-10kPa

VC B16-SS-02
0-0.5 Extremely low strength CLAY

VC B16-SS-02
Silty Clay, 10kPa

VC B17-SS-01
0-0.23 v ery low strength silty CLAY
0.23-1.7 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC B17-SS-01
Silty Clay, Clayey Silt
5-15kPa

VC B17-SS-02
0-0.5 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC B17-SS-02
Silty Clay 10-15kPa

(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

A (4,5,7)

A (4,5,7,10)

A (4,5,7,10)

A (4,5,7,10)

A (4,5,7,10)

A (4,7)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

N/A* (4,5)

N/A* (4,5)

N/A* (4,5)

N/A* (4,5)

N/A* (4,5)

*Protection Lev el A - Client stipulates no
protection in this area
(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable

N/A* (5)

N/A* (5)

N/A* (5)

N/A* (5)

N/A* (5)

*Protection Lev el A - Client stipulates no
protection in this area
(5) Find, cut , mov e and w eight disused cable

A (4,7)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

A (4,7,10)

(4) Cross cables using designed crossing
(7) Steep slopes may exceed limitations of
chosen tool, limiting use.
(10) Potential risk of sinkage for tools w ithout
buoyancy capabilities

6703185
6706051

-Protection lev el D in
v icinity of fish farms

0 (D 1.7)

0 (D 1.5)
-Further assesment of
slope stability

34
Gradient c.KP 638.15
unavoidable. Gradient
642.25 unavoidable but
slopes appear slightly
shallower on southern half
of the corridor. Gradients
across possible moraine
feature KP 646.4-647 may
be eased by routing over
top of feature to the morth or
around the bottom to the
extreme south of the survey
corridor.

Slip-scarps:
KP 638.1 - 638.25
KP 642.25
KP 650.45
KP 657.1
Mass transport deposits
outcropping throughout.
I nterpreted mass-transport
deposits occur regularly from
KP 637.4 onw ards, from scarps
on centre and sides of Fjord.

KP 644.1 to 644.9 -I nterpreted from MBES
and SBP; from north w est, cov ers 1/3 of
corridor, steep, high side slope10

636.228 Activ e cable
637.338 Activ e cable
637.556 Activ e cable
637.887 Activ e cable
641.7 Activ e cable
642.007 Out of use cable
642.044 Activ e cable
647.387 Activ e cable
654.534 Activ e cable

KP 645.88 to 646.32 -I nterpreted from MBES
and SBP; from north northeast , crosses the
corridor, steep, high side slope (looks fresh)
11

CPT/VC B18-SS-01
VC B18-SS-02
CPT/VC B18-SS-03
CPT/VC B18-SS-04
CPT/VC B18-SS-05
CPT/VC B18-SS-06
CPT/VC B18-SS-07

638.405
639.678
640.688
642.449
646.638
650.663
655.334

704936
705442
706161
707330
710206
714281
718610

6704601
6705780
6706496
6707787
6710922
6711097
6712745

VC B18-SS-01
0-0.5 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY
VC B18-SS-02
0-0.5 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY
VC B18-SS-03
0-0.5 v ery low strength silty CLAY

638.376, 63.4m
646.015, -84m

A

0

-Further assesment of
slope stability

0

VC B18-SS-04
0-0.5 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY
VC B18-SS-05
0-0.4 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY
0.5-0.5 0-0.5 v ery low to low strength silty CLAY

KP 654.86 to 655.2 -I nterpreted from MBES
and SBP; from north, steep, cov ers more
than half of the corridor, steep side slope
(looks fresh) 11

VC B18-SS-06
0-0.5 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY

661.244 Out of use cable

658.70

N/A*

VC B12-SS-04
Silty Clay 5-10kPa

0 (D 1.5)

Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable
Activ e cable

620.679, 99.8m
627.616, -9.2m

598.768
609.308

VC B18-SS-07
0-0.5 extremely low to v ery low strength silty CLAY

CLAY (Extremely/Very Low
Strength). Outcrops of BEDROCK
KP 660.5 - 661.3

N/A*

I nterpreted mass-transport
deposits:
KP 611.4 - 611.65
KP 619.9 - 620.25
630.35 - 630.7

Raised section across Fjord interpreted as
Bedrock/Till, cov ered by soft mass-transport
clay deposit.
KP 646.4 - 647.0
634.75

KP 595.81 to 595.96 -I nterpreted from MBES
and SBP; from east, steep side slope, could
be old rockfall

Slip-scarps:
Multiple small scarps KP 620 620.5
Possible older scarp KP 621.2
Scarp KP 630.7

Numerous boulders, <50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 612.8 - 613.4

610.00

N/A*

VC B15-SS-01A
Silty Clay 5-20 kPa
Sand Dr- unknow n

5-20
Avoidable through routing

Slip-scarp: KP 599.1 - 599.15

610.00

N/A*

6684498

Occasional boulders, >50% are >0.75m in size:
KP 594 - 594.5, although found on port and
starboard surv ey lines throughout section.

594.60

VC B12-SS-03
Silty Clay 10kPa

Patches 5-40 across section
Largely unavoidable

LOW

0

Small patch of ≥40
Avoidable through routing

LOW

0

Numerous / occasional boulder patches
across section, <50% are >0.75m in size.

36
Gradients unavoidable KP Patches of interpreted masstransport deposits KP 659.9 660.4 - 661.4, although
slopes may be reduced by 661.3.
routing to the north of the
survey corridor (see below) Mass transport deposits (Where

VC B18-SS-02
Silty Clay, 10kPa
CPT/VC B18-SS-03
Clay 10-15kPa
CPT/VC B18-SS-04
Silty Clay, 10kPa
CPT/VC B18-SS-05
Clayey Silt, 10-15kPa
CPT/VC B18-SS-06
Clayey Silt, 10kPa
CPT/VC B18-SS-07
Sandy Silt, Clayey Silt, 5-10kPa

Unsampled

^Begins in abov e section
KP 658.64 to 658.88 -I nterpreted from MBES
and SBP; from north, steep, cov ers more
than half of the corridor, steep side slope
(looks fresh). Correlates w ith gully
onshore?11

KP 659.9 to 660.18 -I nterpreted from MBES
and SBP; from north, steep, cov ers more
than half of the corridor, steep side slope
not interpreted as Till/bedrock) (looks fresh). Correlates w ith gully
onshore?11

CPT/VC B18-SS-01
Silt, Clay, 10kPa

A

0

-Further assesment of
slope stability

D

1.5

-Nearby quarry freight
v essel anchorage,
increased burial

0

No sample

Expect soft-sediment
surficial covering when
surface laying

Exposed bedrock may be av oidable.

661.40

664.66

724305

6712302

727248

6713622

3.26

CLAY (Very Low Strength)

76 to 13

High density boulders, >50% are >0.75m in size,
KP 663.65 - 663.8.

35.4
Gradient of major scarp
may be eased by routing to Very large slip-scarp KP 661.4 the North of the main scarp.
661.6, likely source of mass
Gradient to final landfall at
transport deposits in prev ious
664.6 is unavoidable.

662.89 Activ e cable
664.018 Activ e cable
664.273 Activ e cable
KP 663.72 to 663.82 -Lobe from south,
cov ering 1/3 of corridor, steep mountain
side w ith gully abov e.11

CPT/VC B18-SS-08

661.687

724538

6712493

1.7

VC B18-SS-08
0-1.7 v ery low strength silty CLAY

CPT/VC B18-SS-08
Clay, 15kPa

sections.

Notes:
1. HDD exit at 170 degrees from North 170m aw ay perpendicular from RPL09 surv ey centre line at KP 0.1
2. I ntra-zone KP ranges of potential mobile sediments are giv en in the "Seabed features" column. The mobile sediments column giv es the largest thickness of potentially mobile sediment w ithin the zone as described by MMT. Bedform size classification range is giv en in the report.
3. Patches of mobile sediments are recorded to their full KP extent if they lie in part or fully w ithin a zone.
4. See CBRA report for full details
5. At present it is not possible to accurately report the sub surface boulder risk as distinct from the surface boulder risk, therefore the tw o hav e been grouped together in this assessment.
6. For further details please refer to the 6Alpha UXO Report. UXO risk should be updated once interpretation of the 2017 Magnetometer surv ey is av ailable.
7. Design thickness w ill v ary depending on crossing type (surface laid or buried)
8. All references to KP's and coordinates are based on RPL09.
9. Section boundaries determined using prev ious geophysical interpretation
10. I t is recognised that there is greater risk of cable damage w ith cable ploughs and chain cutters that make direct contact w ith the product during installation, how ev er that risk is not assessed in detail in this initial study.

Rock placement estimates for entire route (Remediation, backfill, infrastructure crossings), m^3, per individual cable:
Option 1: Jetting
Remedial: 33800, Backfill: 0, Crossings: 27100. Theoretical total: 60900, Practical total (factored by 1.4): 85300
Option 2: Jetting + pre-lay ploughing KP0.823 - KP 17.891:
Remedial: 10900, Backfill: 24300, Crossings: 27100. Theoretical total: 62300, Practical total (factored by 1.4): 87200
See Rock placement volume calculation sheet for further detail of remedial rock a zone-by-zone basis, including and a breakdown of UK12NM,UK EEZ and
two halves of the route KP 0 - KP 330 and KP 330 - KP 664.66.

